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Shared Notes FAQs 

Frequently Asked Questions 
How do I know that patient has read a shared note? 
You may see if a patient has read a note by going to the Notes tab in Chart Review and scrolling to the bottom. It 
will say “Note read by patient.” If the note has been shared, but not yet read, it will say “Note shared with 
patient.” 

What should I do if a patient requests a change in a note? 
Patients have a right to request changes to their medical records under HIPAA. If a clinician does not feel a 
change is warranted, the patient has a right to file an amendment to the record describing their views. 
• If you AGREE with the patient that a change is needed, you should respond to the patient and amend the 

note accordingly. This kind of interaction has the potential to enhance a trusting relationship. 
• If the requested change involves patient level information that may impact other notes (e.g. PMH, family 

history, social history), please forward the message to HIM (aka Medical Records) 
• If you do NOT feel the requested change is justified, the message should be forwarded to HIM so that they 

can work with the patient to file an amendment to the record if they chose to do so. 
 
How to amend a note: To amend a closed 
note you may open it again from the 
schedule. You will get the dialogue box 
below—click create addendum.  Or go to 
patient station, select the encounter and 
double click to amend or change the note.  The amended note will be available to the patient immediately in 
MyChart. 
 

What do patients see when note is shared or not shared? 

  

Are there circumstances when I should not share a note? 
Patients may always request their records so “hiding” a note does not prevent access, but only delays it. Less 
than 1% of notes are not shared in other open note systems. Topics like substance use or cancer risk should 
rarely prompt hiding a note. See tips for approaching sensitive topics in the clinician guide. 
Use the smartphrase “.donotreleasenote” to document reason why your note is being unshared with patient. 
 
• Risk of harm to a patient if read by a third party: Cases where you suspect or know of domestic violence, legal 

entanglements (e.g. child custody issues), concerns about child/elder abuse or neglect. Consider if patient has 
granted proxy access, or parent has proxy, or the patient has shared their MyChart credentials. 

• Risk of harm to patient him or herself: Discuss it with the patient first about delaying reading the note. 
• If your note references detailed medical history about another family member that would not be appropriate 

for a proxy to view. For example, maternal GYN history in neonates chart. 

 Patient will see a notes tab under their 
visit in MyChart. For visits without a 
shared note, this tab is not visible.  
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To “hide” a note:   
1. You may “unshare” a note at any time by deselecting the 

Share w/ Patient button at the top of the note.  
2. If you deem the content of the note to pose the same risk 

when released upon request from HIM (medical records) 
or if accidentally shared by an external clinician via Care 
everywhere, select the “Sensitive” note button in 
addition to “unsharing” the note with patient.  

3. In some circumstances you may wish to discuss patient 
revoking access to patient proxy.  

How can I order certain tests on a teenager so the parent does not see them on AVS? 
Consider placing orders such as STD testing on a separate “Orders Only” encounter. Additionally, use caution 
when pulling in visit orders into your progress notes. Parents using teen proxy cannot see notes shared with the 
teen. But it is always good to assess the possibility of a shared MyChart access by a parent.  

What does the yield sign mean? 
This sign indicates that although the note is able to be shared with patient, 
there are other restrictions overriding this to prevent it from being shared.  

When are Inpatient notes authored by residents released to Mychart? 
Inpatient progress notes by residents will be released upon signing by the resident. Admission HnP, Discharge 
summaries will be released upon attending cosignature.  

Are notes written by medical students released to MyChart? 
Any inpatient Medical student notes written under a “Medical student xxx” note type 
(See Fig) will not be shared with patients via MyChart upon cosigning by the attending. 
Any note type written without the “Medical student” prefix, will be shared upon 
cosigning.  
When medical student writes a note in an outpatient encounter, attendings can use 
“make me the author” to edit the note and the note will be shared upon signing. When 
the attending chooses to write an independent note for an outpatient encounter, the 
Medical Student note will be shared with patient.  

I am not on Epic in my office. How does my patient get their hospital notes? 
If your patient is on MyChart patient portal, all results and notes are available to patients immediately upon 
sign/cosign. If patient is not on MyChart, they will need to contact HIM. 

As medical staff, is there a place where I can find more information? 
The YNHHS medical staff portal has information on Cures Act among other relevant information for medical staff. 
https://mdconnection.ynhh.org/Pages/21stCenturyActHub.aspx. You will need your Epic ID/Password to sign in. 
If you have further questions, you may also post them on the discussion board.  

Shared note 

   
Unshared with patient or proxy 

  
Unshared with patient, proxy, care everywhere, HIM 
 
  


